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Abstract

Processes to develop and deliver software have been evolved over the years. One of the primary
motivations of this evolution, is gaining the benefits of shorter time-to-market. Continuous deploy-
ment is a recent trend to deploy software to the customers automatically and in continuous fashion.
Organizations adopting this trend could reach the customers faster through quick deliveries and im-
prove the quality and productivity of the delivered product by an early feedback, and hence achieve
increased customer satisfaction. Complex software intensive industrial systems are large-scale, dis-
tributed over heterogeneous platforms and interact with several sensors and actuators. Enabling
continuous deployment for these industrial systems needs a stable deployment process able to cope
with domain specific requirements and challenges. Notably, the required quality attributes of the
deployed software product as well as the challenges introduced by the customer-specific nature of
the domain. In this thesis, we formalize continuous deployment for industrial systems by identify-
ing the main factors of an appropriate deployment process. In particular, we investigate high-level
requirements, required quality attributes of the software product, and challenges in the deployment.
Based on this, we propose a continuous deployment pipeline and a set of activities incorporated
in the stages of the pipeline, in particular deployment and post-deployment stages. Moreover, we
suggest automation support for the activities to both shorten the delivery time and to preserve re-
peatability and reliability of the deployment process. The aim of such a process is to maintain the
quality attributes of the deployed software. We perform a case study to validate the proposed model
by implementing a prototype in an industrial system.
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1 Introduction

Companies selling products and/or services constantly try to reduce time to market and increase
the frequency of product/service introductions, simply because historically it has often been the
company first to market that becomes the most profitable. This is of course also true for companies
developing and selling products containing software (to various degrees).

For companies developing software products continuous deployment is one important contribu-
tor to reducing time-to-market and increase release frequency, which allows software to be deployed
to customers in a continuous fashion. In addition, continuous deployment conforms to the two im-
portant agile principles [4], i) “our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and
continuous delivery of valuable software” and, ii) “deliver working software frequently, from a cou-
ple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale”. Many successful
companies, such as Facebook [5], Netflix [6] and Github [7] are practicing continuous deployment,
to deploy their systems to production. There are also studies, such as [8], that have identified
that continuous deployment can lead to an improvement in quality and productivity, faster feed-
back from product use, quick deployments and thereby be an important contributor to increased
customer satisfaction. Today it is mainly web companies that are early adopters of continuous
deployment, where typically the main functionality of the product/services are deployed on servers
controlled by the company, with often limited interaction with client side software. Potentially
there can be many other kinds of companies, besides web companies, that could benefit from using
continuous deployment.

This thesis focus on complex software intensive industrial systems, which in contrast to web
software, frequently interact with several physical sensors and actuators, including often interaction
with other systems as well. Examples of these kind are automotive, avionics, robotics, and process
control systems. These systems are often large-scale, heterogeneous and distributed embedded
systems. In this thesis we investigate the potential of continuous deployment in such industrial
systems, to reap the benefits already achieved by web companies. In particular, we characterize
the continuous deployment process in industrial systems by identifying the factors driving and
impacting the design of such a process. The identified factors include high-level requirements,
quality attributes of software product (also referred to as software product properties in this
thesis) and the deployment challenges in industrial systems. Based on these unique requirements
and challenges, we proposed different stages of the continuous deployment pipeline and a set
of technical activities and their automation to produce a consistent process. Such repeatable
and reliable process both enables faster deliveries and preserves the quality attributes of software
product. To identify these factors and incorporate into a stable deployment process, we performed
a literature and a case study in an industrial system. The result of the case study is a prototype
presenting the implementation of a solution to a partial problem and validation of the feasibility
of the proposed descriptive model of continuous deployment in industrial systems. To the best
of our knowledge, the work presented in this thesis is a first attempt to characterize continuous
deployment for complex software intensive industrial systems.

The thesis is focused on the release phase of a software development life cycle. We limit
the scope by assuming that the organizations of the interest already follow agile and continuous
integration practices to build their products. Therefore, the identified activities are only limited to
the deployment of the software in the customer environment. Activities related to pre-deployment
phases of the software may also contribute in faster and early deployments with an impact on
the quality attributes of the software product, but such activities are out of the scope of this
thesis. However, the proposed continuous deployment pipeline incorporates all possible stages of
the deployment for the sake of completeness and also briefly discusses the challenges in other stages.

1.1 Problem Formulation

Continuous deployment enables earlier response to changes and faster maintenance by speeding
up both the processes of development and delivery through automation. In order to be effective,
continuous deployment requires to be immersed in an appropriate development process, including
continuous architecture, continuous integration, continuous testing and continuous delivery [9].
The continuous development process should be focused on non-functional requirements or quality
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attributes rather than the conventional functional ones. Since, it is crucial for the organizations to
deploy quality software to stay competitive in the market. For example, an industrial plant down
for maintenance directly impacts revenue due to stoppage in production. In such case contributing
to maintainability of the software could reduce the down time, while more reliable software could
result in less unplanned maintenance. In addition to this, customer specific nature of industrial
systems introduce unique requirements and challenges which should also be incorporated in the
process.

Based on the above mentioned requirements and challenges we propose following research ques-
tions:

• RQ1: What are the characteristics of continuous deployment in industrial systems?

– RQ1.1: What are the challenges in employing continuous deployment in industrial sys-
tems?

– RQ1.2: What are the required quality attributes in industrial systems?

– RQ1.3: Which activities should be integrated in deployment process to enable continuous
deployment in industrial systems?

• RQ2: Is it feasible to realize continuous deployment for industrial systems, while still fulfilling
required quality attributes?

1.2 Thesis Outline

Remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Section 2, presents the background and related work.

• Section 3, describes the research methodology followed in this work and threats to validity.

• Section 4, presents the continuous deployment in industrial systems.

• Section 5, describes a case study and implementation of prototype for an industrial system.

• Section 6, presents discussions and limitations of the work.

• Section 7, concludes the work with a summary and possible future directions.
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2 Background and Related Work

In this section we first present the overview of continuous deployment, describing the processes
and activities supporting continuous deployment. Next, we discuss the technical and business
characteristics of the continuous deployment. Finally, we present the related work on continuous
deployment found in the literature to distinguish our contributions.

2.1 Overview of Continuous Deployment

Processes of developing and handing over software to consumer for its intended utilization has
been evolved dramatically. Traditionally, software have been developed and delivered using stage-
gate models. Where in such models, typically, a software development life cycle consisted of
sequential activities such as collecting requirements, developing and finally deploying software.
With the emergence of agile software development in 2001 the approaches to develop software
has been revolutionized. Such approaches utilize the concepts of iterative development with short
cycles to enable early and fast delivery of software and achieve customer satisfaction. These
approaches have been developed to support the Agile Manifesto [4] and twelve principle of agile
software [4]. However, such practices are more focused on the team management for enabling
short cycles and early delivery & feedback, for example Scrum and Extreme Programming (XP).
Olsson et al. in [1] identified a pattern in the evolution of software processes by performing
multiple case studies. Figure 1 illustrates the evolution path with sub-sequent phases. The authors
named this evolution stairway to heaven and discovered five phases of the organizations opting for
continuous deployment of software. These five phases are, i) traditional development, ii) agile
R&D organization, iii) continuous integration, iv) continuous deployment and, v) R&D as an
experiment system. It has been identified that the first step towards moving to next phase is
organizations maturity and capability of practicing fully the current phase. This implies that for
an organization to achieve continuous deployment, two important pre-requisites are practices of
agile and continuous integration. Next, we provide a definition of related concepts, not necessarily

Figure 1: Evolution of the organizations in software development processes [1]

in the order of the above mentioned pattern.
Traditional development refers to the approaches which focus on the development of software in

sequential manner. In such approaches, requirements are gathered early in a typical yearly based
product development life cycle, for example Waterfall model. In later steps, software is designed,
developed and deployed. The inherent issue with such methods is the lack of customer feedback
and their integration with the product development process.

Agile development refers to the methods, where software is developed incrementally within short
iterations along with an emphasis on empirical feedback for example Scrum. Such methods are
focused on improving the team management and process, through a continuous self-organization
and customer feedback. However, such agile methods could not guarantee customer feedback in
short intervals. This is mainly due to the lack of incorporation of the production environment in
the iterative loop, and to managing and verifying the product utilizing traditional development
models [1].

Continuous integration transforms product development and system validation to agile from
traditional approaches and fill the gaps of agile development as mentioned earlier. Continuous
integration as defined in [10] is “a method of finding software issues as early as possible within the
development cycle and ensuring all parts of the overall platform talk to each other correctly”. This
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implies that it is a set of practices which motivates members of a development team to integrate
their work frequently, and verify it utilizing automated builds and tests. As defined by Martin
Fowler in his article1, frequently refers to the daily basis; while enabling such frequent integrations
minimize the time required for an idea to be nurtured as a product [11].

Continuous delivery enables delivery of the software to consumer or production in a continuous
fashion, best defined in Martin Fowler words2 as “a software development discipline where you
build software in such a way that the software can be released to production at any time”. The
main benefit of employing continuous delivery is reducing the risk of deployment by maintaining
and promising a deployable software incorporating recent features, all the time.

Continuous deployment corresponds to the process of deploying the deliverable software to
customer in continuous fashion. In [2] continuous deployment is defined as a process of releasing
software automatically to customer, once it passes all the automated tests. Whereas, per Martin
Fowler, continuous deployment means automatically releasing the software into production many
times a day. Organizations are deploying software from two times [5] to as often as thirty times [12]
a day. Continuous deployment process includes different practices, tools, activities and technolo-
gies through which organizations could deploy new software, updates or upgrades continuously
to production. In [2] and [9] the authors suggest that in order to introduce these activities in
the deployment pipeline, organizations should have already been practicing agile and continuous
integration process. In [13] the authors identified 11 different activities, practiced by 19 different
organizations to enable continuous deployment of the software. One of these 19 organizations de-
ploys both web and desktop software; whereas, the rest only deploy web software. The identified
activities by the authors are i) automated deployment, ii) automated testing, iii) code review, iv) dark
launching, v) end-user communication, vi) feature flag, vii) intercommunication, viii) monitoring,
ix) repository use, x) shepherding changes, and xi) staging. Three of the activities are of most
importance and are practiced by all of the organizations i.e., automated deployment, automated
testing and repository use. Additionally, a systematic mapping [14] of continuous deployment
literature discovered 10 different traits of continuous deployment as the theme of the literature.
These traits are i) fast and frequent release, ii) flexible product design and architecture, iii) con-
tinuous testing and quality assurance, iv) automation, v) configuration management, vi) customer
involvement, vii) continuous and rapid experimentation, viii) post deployment activities, ix) agile
and lean, and x) organizational factors. The automation theme suggests the automation of the
activities spanning at all the phases of the software life cycle i.e., from building to delivering and
maintaining the software in production.

Automated deployment refers to the automation of all the steps required for delivering and
executing the software in customer environment. In [15] the authors characterized software de-
ployment with the following set of activities:

• Release activity serves as a border between development and deployment process and refers
to the packaging of software for transferring to production. Thus, it includes the practices of
determining the resources and information required for deployment to consumer along with
the releasing of the software package. The package contains system components and external
dependencies. Additionally, advertising process is carried out to inform the stakeholders
about the release.

• Install is a process to transfer and configure software into customer environment.

• Transfer refers to the activity where software is ported and the system is prepared for acti-
vation at customer machine utilizing the configuration.

• Activate refers to a set of activities responsible for installing and activation of all the appli-
cations and resources required to execute software along with actually starting the execution
of software.

• Deactivate is a reverse process of activate and is responsible to stop any executing compo-
nents, mainly to update the software.

1www.martinfowler.com/articles/continuousIntegration.html
2www.martinfowler.com/bliki/ContinuousDelivery.html
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• Update process is carried out to install new version of software, which might be released to
introduce new features or improve efficiency, etc. It is different than install activity in a
sense, that many dependent resources and applications are already acquired.

• Adapt is also a process of modifying software, however, it is carried out to incorporate changes
introduced by local events and environment at customer location.

• De-install is inverse to install and involves deactivation and removal of software completely
from the customer machine.

• De-release refers to retiring software and advertising to stakeholders that software is no longer
supported by its producer.

Configuration management corresponds to different concepts in different contexts and domains.
In cloud and DevOps configuration management server refers to the software for configuring the
server and defining infrastructure as a code e.g., Chef and Puppet etc. Whereas, software con-
figuration management is defined as tracking the changes in the software code utilizing tools like
Subversion (SVN) and Git [14]. In the context of Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE),
configuration management refers to the management of the configuration files which defines the
assembly of different components for developing a product. In this thesis work, hereafter, con-
figuration management refers to the management of configurations of component based software.
Configuration files are script files written in domain specific language and defines how different
components should be assembled to fulfill the requirements of application.

Delivering software to a customer and measuring the added value, requires many activities to
be performed prior and after the software delivery. Such a life cycle which incorporates a feedback
from customer/production environment introduces gains at different levels. For example measuring
the performance of software could drive the innovation, earlier feedback could result in early fixes
and thus customer satisfaction. In stairway to heaven [1], organizations practicing such a process
is referred to as R&D as an experiment organization. DevOps is another related process, and has
been defined in [10] as “a way of working that encourages the Development and Operations teams to
work together in a highly collaborative way towards the same goal”. Figure 2 shows DevOps cycle
of software delivery, where a close collaboration is depicted between development and operations.
The phases on the left hand side depicts the development activities whereas, activities related to
operations are illustrated on the right hand side.

Figure 2: A typical DevOps cycle representing the development and operations activities in gray
and white phases respectively.

Activities contributing to continuous deployment such as automated deployment and config-
uration management are usually carried out during the Release phase of DevOps or any other
software development life cycle. Such activities may guarantee reliable and repeatable process
which is crucial to achieve the continuity. However, despite achieving such an automation, any
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delay in execution of previous phases could compromise the continuous deployment. Hence, a de-
pendency on the efficient execution of the Development phase. The development phase has many
activities which are required to guarantee the effectiveness of the software and development process
itself. For example coding, compiling and packaging along with the testing of the application at
different levels. Such activities are performed at different stages of the development process and is
often referred to as a deployment pipeline [2]. According to Martin Fowler3 “deployment pipeline
is a central part of continuous delivery”. In a deployment pipeline next stage is usually triggered
once the previous stage has been executed successfully, and each stage addresses different aspects
of developing and testing of a software. In [2] the authors, proposed a simple deployment pipeline
with different stages as shown in Figure 3. However, the authors suggested that the activities and
stages are subject to change depending upon the organization and industrial domain. Generally,
in commit stage the code is compiled, unit tests are run and the software is packaged and stored in
an artifact repository. The acceptance stage thoroughly tests the application using the test cases,
which requires longer execution time and are often referred to as acceptance tests. In third stage
the application is independently deployed to different environments for user acceptance test and
capacity testing in parallel to the production.

Figure 3: A typical deployment pipeline [2]

2.2 Technical & Business Characteristics of Continuous Deployment

The journey of transforming an idea into a market-ready software service/product has been evolved
during the last couple of decades. For companies, the evolution is not only on process of devel-
opment but also the business models and economy. One such process focused evolution has been
discussed in previous section. Transition in the process and invention of new technologies also
impact the business models practiced by companies and vice versa. For example, transition to
service from product based economy enables a quicker access to the market and continuous fash-
ioned innovation. Such transition could only be achieved through advancement in the processes
and technologies, thus both the business strategy and technological advancement complement each
other. Moreover, the benefits are two-fold, adding value to the economy of organization by adopt-
ing well suited business models and reducing the cost of developing and delivering the innovation,
through technological advancements.

3https://martinfowler.com/bliki/DeploymentPipeline.html
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Web companies are employing cloud technologies to enable continuous deployment e.g., Face-
book utilizes cloud to maintain & control the infrastructure and roll back a release as soon as a
problem is discovered [5]. Formally, Cloud refers to as an internet accessible infrastructure, which
provides on demand access to scalable and configurable computing resources such as servers, stor-
ages and applications etc., by considering service providing interactions. Internet of Things (IoT)
extends the concept of cloud computing beyond computing and communication to include every-
thing e.g., physical devices. In particular, IoT aims at interconnecting all objects (ranging from
every day to industrial systems) capable of acquiring an Internet Protocol (IP), by providing an
adaptive and self-configuring system which contains networks of sensors and smart devices. The
objective of such connectivity is to make these objects intelligent, flexible, programmable and more
interactive with humans [16].

Companies producing complex software intensive industrial systems could also benefit from
cloud computing to reach the market early and add value to their business. For example, incor-
porating cloud and IoT, often together referred to as CloudIoT or IoTCloud, such organizations
could enable services to consumers and businesses. Thus, both reaching the market early and be-
coming more flexible and agile in creating new business and revenue models[17]. Also, in [18] many
such organizations initiated to evaluate the operational benefits and values that could be created
by adopting IoT [18]. For example, using IoT to connect people, machines and computers along
with cloud based data analytics contribute in intelligent and interactive systems. Such systems
disclose great potentials in different domains such as industrial domain, smart city domain and
health well-being domain [19].

In industrial systems, enabling continuous deployment through these technologies could also
complement the organizations to practice novel business models e.g., pay for performance where
customers are charged based on the performance of delivered services. Since, software is the
core providing the features and values which drive such industrial systems, improvements through
changes in the software are major contributors in overall performance and reliability. Moreover, by
adopting this feedback loop an organization could aim at the elimination of unplanned maintenance
through predictive, focused, and planned maintenance. In fact, predictive maintenance (planned)
may reduce the cost if compared to unplanned maintenance, which in general is of expensive nature
and endangers systems availability, which in turn affects negatively the continuous uptime.

Virtualization is the key underlying technology, which enables cloud computing to deliver re-
sources as a service. The main advantages of virtualization are consistent, isolated, secure and
independent hardware environments, and increase scalability [20]. Virtualization technologies can
be classified in i) Hypervisor based Virtualization, and ii) Container based Virtualization

Hypervisor refers to a software technology that abstracts the underlying hardware, thus allowing
many operating systems to run simultaneously on the same hardware. Each of these operating
systems are running inside an emulator of the hardware often called virtual machines. Hypervisor
manages these virtual machines and acts as a bridge between the real hardware and the emulated
machines. The Operating System (OS) running inside a virtual machine is referred to as guest OS.
Hypervisors can be classified as type 1 or type 2. The former is often called bare metal and runs
directly on the hardware, whereas the latter requires an operating system (often called host OS )
to manage the virtual machines. There exists many open source and commercial solutions, for
example Xen and Hyper-V belonging to type 1 whereas, Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM),
VirtualBox and VMware representing the type 2 [20]. Figure 4 represents the layered architecture
of type 1 & 2 hypervisor.

Containers are light weight virtualization to provide an isolated environment for a process. The
software for managing containers run on a host operating system and utilizes its functionalities
to enable this isolation. Containers does not emulate the hardware, rather directly communicate
with the host operating system for resource utilization. [20] Docker is an open source container
management platform which provides both Linux and windows based containers. Docker supports
application packaging along with its dependencies and refers to as docker image. Any running
instance of this image file is a docker container running the application in isolated environment.
There are many advantages of using such approach for packaging and running applications. For
example, different versions of applications could be run side by side utilizing multiple containers
for evaluation. Since the application executes inside a container, different environments like devel-
opment, pre-production etc., does not effect the execution of application (theoretically). Moreover,
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(a) Type 1 Hypervisor

(b) Type 2 Hypervisor

(c) Docker Container

Figure 4: Architecture of hypervisor and container based virtualization.

it provides a support of roll-back to previous version of application with ease. Figure 4 presents a
comparison of the layered architecture of type 1 & 2 hypervisor and docker based container.

2.3 Related Work

In [1], Olsson et al. presented multiple case studies to identify the issues in transitioning towards a
continuous deployment. In their stairway to heaven path they identified that continuous integration
is a critical step towards achieving continuous deployment. The authors have identified three main
challenges in a a transition from continuous integration to continuous deployment. These challenges
are i) complex configurations of software, ii) long internal verification loops and, iii) deployments
being not transparent.

An extension to this work is presented in [21], where the authors have performed a multiple
case study of five companies. Building upon same stairway to heaven path, the authors concluded
two main activities to enable continuous deployment once continuous integration is established.
These activities are i) architecture design, to support a rollback mechanism in case of unsuccess-
ful deployment and, ii) deployment strategies, to enable deployment of modules and components
in comparison to all software. Additionally, three organizational level activities have also been
suggested, which are identification of lead customer, modification of business model to support
continuous deployment, and alignments of teams in an organization such as release and R&D
teams.

In [22], a further extension has been proposed to identify the practices and challenges in moving
towards an innovation experiment system. The authors confirm that a candidate company has
achieved continuous deployment of the product at team level. During this migration, the company
faced challenges in shortening the complex and expensive verification along with validation cycle,
and modifying the architecture to support independent deployments. However, the methods and
practices to achieve such migration have not been discussed in the work.

Another multiple case study which is focused on adoption of DevOps has been carried out
in [11], to study four candidate companies. one of the candidate companies produces industrial
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automation systems, which is same domain considered in this thesis work as a case study. In the
study four main challenges have been identified which are, i) different configurations and limited
visibility of customer environment, ii) difficulty in automating the deployment due to complex
hardware dependencies and compatibility of multiple versions of software, iii) lack in technology to
deploy features and updates in different customer specific environments and, iv) enabling feedback
from production environment.

Above mentioned studies identifies a need of automated deployment and configuration man-
agement framework to enable continuous deployment. Many researchers started to evaluate the
cloud based deployment and management approaches to introduce potential deployment environ-
ments, for example virtual machines and containers. In [23], a sand-boxed environment (Docker
containers) has been evaluated to deploy the software in automotive industry. In such a domain,
the software has safety and real-time requirements which also contributes in the complexity. The
authors identified that such sandbox environments does not affect the performance of the deployed
software or cause any overhead in comparison to native deployment environment. The authors
also suggested that microservices embedded in such containers could be utilized in cyber physical
systems domain.

In [20], Ramalho et al. evaluated docker containers and virtual machines by executing several
synthetic benchmarks to measure the introduced performance overhead. The authors have observed
that the containers produced promising results in comparison to virtual machines, which introduced
significant overhead. The software has been targeting different network edge devices to initially
process the data.

Felter et al., in [24] also performed a comparison of virtual machine and docker environment.
The authors observed that containers yielded equal or better performance compare to virtual
machines in almost all cases. The authors also discovered that careful tunning of containers is
required to support input/output intensive applications.

In [25] the author, proposed an open source infrastructure incorporating the technologies like
VirtualBox, Docker and Jenkins to enable continuous deployment in vehicle domain. The author
observed that maintenance and updates effort is very low due to having a high degree of automation.

In [3] the author, motivated and described initial research in the direction of deployment on
heterogeneous platform. More specifically, the focus of the research is software deployment on
heterogeneous platform while preserving extra functional properties such as performance etc.
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3 Research Method

In this section we present the research method, adopted in this thesis work, and threats to validity.
The initial objective was to conduct a state-of-the-art literature survey of continuous deploy-

ment to identify the best practices in complex software intensive industrial systems. But, during
our initial attempt to establish the related work we found a recently published systematic mapping
of continuous deployment literature [14], and also discovered that the area was open with a number
of challenges. Therefore, the focus has been changed to proposing a solution to the problem. We
have adopted the research method presented in [26] to propose the solution. The steps of the
research process are outlined in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Flow of the research method followed in this thesis.

During the literature review, we have identified several qualitative studies discussing open
challenges[11] [22] [21] [1], implementation [25] and quantitative analysis[23] [20] [24] of solutions
to partial problems in different complex software intensive industrial domains and solutions in
web domain [5][6] [7]. In addition to this, we also identified that these solutions are highly cus-
tomized and serve the purpose of specific organization and domain. Therefore, we started with
characterizing the continuous deployment in complex software intensive industrial systems. The
aim was to identify what are those factors, which needs to be incorporated in the context when
designing such a solution for industrial systems. This led us to propose a descriptive model of
continuous deployment in industrial systems. We performed a case study to validate the feasibility
of the proposed characterization and based on the peer reviews and literature study we iteratively
improved our solution. After several iterations, we formalized the characterization of continuous
deployment in industrial systems with factors like high-level requirements, quality attributes of the
software product and deployment challenges in industrial systems. These factors are incorporated
in proposing the continuous deployment pipeline for industrial systems and a set of activities are
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presented which are required to be automated and incorporated in the stages of the pipeline to
enable continuous deployment. In addition to validating the characterization of continuous deploy-
ment in industrial systems, the case study presents an implementation of a prototype in industrial
system to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach.

3.1 Threats to Validity

To compile and analyze related works, only one database i.e., Scopus is used to identify the state-
of-the-art and related studies published after year 2014. Since, the studies mentioned in the related
work and published before year 2014 are identified from a recent systematic mapping of continuous
deployment of software intensive products and services [14], we feel adequate coverage was achieved.
The citations of the identified literature have been further explored using Google Scholar to find
additional related work. This partial Snow-balling search, which refers to the study of citations
and references of the related studies, increased the coverage of identifying the related literature.
Due to the restricted search method employed, there is a likelihood that we may have omitted
certain results in our analysis. This would have a bearing on the challenges addressed in our case
study.

Due to the limitation of time, the implementation of the proposed continuous deployment
architecture has not been carried out on the actual Stressometer industrial system, rather a solution
to the partial problem is implemented on off-the-shelf hardware. Such an implementation could
enable to measure the metrics like reliability, availability etc. of the delivered software product
along with the delivery time. These metrics could be utilized to analyze and evaluate the proposed
solution which would help in building greater confidence in the validity of the results.

The case study targets a single industrial system i.e., Stressometer. However, the identified
requirements and challenges in our case study are similar to those mentioned in the literature,
thus covering a wider range of industrial systems. The generic approach adopted in our case
study, though representative of a majority of the industrial systems deployed, could exclude certain
specialized systems which would need further extensions to the solution.
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4 Continuous Deployment in Industrial Systems

In this section, we present a formalization of the continuous deployment in industrial systems.
First, we discuss the high-level requirements and quality attributes required in industrial systems.
Next, we present a continuous deployment pipeline representing different stages of the deployment.
Each stage incorporates different activities to deliver quality software to the customers depending
upon the requirements. Automation of these activities may enable the faster delivery but also
impact the quality attributes both in positive and negative manner. The unique customer specific
nature of the industrial systems impact the automation of these activities and introduce several
different challenges, which are mapped to the stages of the deployment pipeline. Finally, we
suggest the activities required to be automated and immersed in the deployment pipeline to enable
continuous deployment and their impact on the identified quality attributes of the software product.
The suggested activities belongs to the final two stages of the proposed deployment pipeline i.e.,
Customer acceptance stage and Performance feedback stage.

4.1 High-Level Requirements in Industrial Systems

Industrial systems has unique high-level requirements, identified by studying the case as described
in Section 5 and literature [11] [22] [21] [1].

• Various Configurations of Software: when addressing the requirements of a diverse customers
set, developing a software with a static behavior could not suffice all the contexts. Instead,
organizations design the software with configurable behavior. Developing such a software may
reduce the cost and could possibly be configured to provide diverse functionalities to different
customers. Additionally, this approach may also support the third party systems customers
have for other functionalities, with ease. However, this comes with a cost of management
of these configuration artifacts for each customer. This also add constraints on testing the
software product, since customer specific solution results in less generic solutions. Due to
these, the customers environments are often less transparent and very costly to re-produce
at factory for testing.

• Heterogeneous Platform: Industrial software usually consists of different applications, de-
ployed on heterogeneous platforms and performing different tasks. Figure 6 depicts two
different hardware platform that is a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and a Cen-
tral Processing Unit (CPU) having different software platform, in a typical control process.

• Deployment strategies: refers to the policies for deploying the software to customers. A
seamless updating or updating the system without notifying the customer, could jeopardize
the system’s availability. On the other hand, notification to the customers and requiring their
approval for updating the system might compromise the continuous aspect of the deployment.
A trade-off is required on incorporating the customer in deployment process to guarantee the
required quality.

• Feedback Driven Innovation: refers to driving the course of innovation based on the feed-
back received from the customer. This is required to measure the added value and support
continuous deployment of feedback driven innovation.

Environment
Sensors data 

FPGA

CPU
Windows

Linux
RTOS

Firmware

Actuation

Visualisation

Figure 6: An example of heterogeneous platforms in industrial applications [3].
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4.2 Quality Attributes in Industrial Systems

In industrial systems following quality attributes of the software product are of high importance,
which are identified by studying the case as described in Section 5 and literature [11] [22] [21] [1].

• Reliability, is a property of a system which states that system performs its intended func-
tionalities accurately and as per its specifications for a certain stated time period.

• Availability, is the ability of a system to continuously provide reliable services.

• Maintainability, ensures that system could undergo maintenance with ease.

• Performance, refers to the response time of a system to an event or the number of transactions
processed in a unit time.

The consequences of failure in maintaining these quality attributes could lead to several impli-
cations depending upon the nature of industrial system. For example, a robot functioning in an
automotive assembly line; the failure of such robot due to compromised availability or reliability
may cause the entire production line to stop and thus result in loss of production, delays and rev-
enue loss etc. Whereas, compromised performance of such robot can result in less precise welding
or bad welding joints. Which in turn has a negative impact on revenue and customer satisfaction.
In case of the Stressometer control system, which measures and control the flatness of metal strips
in cold rolling mills, compromised performance can result in bad flatness or strip breakage. This
can increase the scrap and damage the actuators and eventually increase the losses in revenue
and/or maintenance cost.

Due to this, the customers of such industrial systems often hesitate to upgrade the system unless
a maintenance is needed. Therefore, the process of continuous deployment should be driven by,
and maintaining, these quality attributes of the software product. Moreover, it should incorporate
the fail safe means such as rolling back to stable version and audit trails of deployment to ease the
maintenance.

4.3 Continuous Deployment Pipeline in Industrial Systems

In industrial systems the continuous deployment pipeline has different stages and activities, which
are discussed next, in comparison to the typical deployment pipeline shown in Figure 3. The
contrast is driven by the unique requirements mentioned in previous sections. Figure 7 illustrates
the proposed stages of a continuous deployment pipeline.

Factory Acceptance Stage
Configure

Deploying the packages
Smoke Tests

Acceptance Tests

Customer Acceptance Stage
Configure 

Deploying the Packages
Smoke Tests

Capacity Tests

Applications Releases

Performance Feedback Stage
Configure

Monitor the Environment

Continuous 
integration

Continuous 
integration

Continuous 
integration

Module 
Code

Feature 
Code

Firmware 
Code

Commit Stage

Configurations Releases

Central Repository & Version Control

Figure 7: Stages of the continuous deployment pipeline in industrial systems.

In commit stage various development teams commit code to the respective build server. The
code could be an implementation of new feature or a bug fix. Each of the commit results in a fresh
build of the respective module of the application. All these agile teams produce the software in
various concurrent development pipelines. Each of these simultaneous pipeline follows a standard
continuous integration cycle, where practices such as code review, static analysis, automated unit
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and integration testing are performed depending upon the organization culture and required qual-
ity. Each of these verification activities increase the confidence on the latest build and is ready
for next stages. The number of development teams could easily grow in the organizations where
software is divided into different modules. Each of these modules could take different time from a
code check-in to producing a stable build deliverable to next stage. This difference is mainly due
to the hardware dependency of a certain module [11], as hardware development requires longer
time or could be due to unit and integration testing taking longer computation time. A successful
execution of this stage results in the compiled artifacts which are then stored in a central repository
for upcoming stages.

The factory acceptance stage could be seen as acceptance stage [2] in a typical web companies
software deployment pipeline. The key difference is the difficulties in producing production like
environment and configuring that environment. In web companies, virtualization is commonly
used to produce such production-like environment and an automatic configuration is carried out
for acceptance testing. The simplicity in achieving this in web companies comes from the nature
of software, i.e., dependency on off-the-shelf hardware and typically same configuration for all the
customers. However, in our scenario the dependency on the specific test hardware or simulation
software for producing a production-like environment may require manual intervention and slows
down the execution of the activity. Once the production-like environment is produced and config-
ured the latest build is fetched from the central repository and deployed in this newly configured
environment. The application is verified and validated using regression and acceptance testing. An
inherent issue, which is not unique to hardware dependent software is computation time required
for executing a set of test cases. In contrast to web companies this is challenging and often impos-
sible to produce many production-like environment through virtualization for parallel processing,
mainly due to the hardware dependencies and thus the involved cost.

The Customer acceptance stage requires the application testing in customer specific require-
ment. The applications considered in this thesis work, has a large set of different customers using
different third party systems, thus resulting in various different configurations. Unlike web com-
panies these environments are often impossible to reproduce in-house at reasonable cost. Due to
the problems of reproducing the customer environment in-house there may be a higher risk, when
compared to web-companies, to experience unforeseen side-effects where configurable software is
deployed to a multitude of different customer environment with different processes, sensors and
actuators etc. Therefore, further adjustments to the process are required. For example, introduc-
ing a rollback mechanism to cope with the builds failing test cases. Also, a redundant hardware in
many cases to not interrupt the already running instance of the application. These adjustments
could contribute in the reliability and availability of the system. However, a lack in technology
to deploy to these customized environment automatically could result in manual steps and often
depends on domain expertise. Moreover, dealing customer concerns to update/upgrade the system
as well require a manual intervention. For example customer willingness and manually choosing the
customers to deploy the updates. A successful customer acceptance triggers the updated software
to go live and take over the previous version.

The Performance feedback stage has a similar activity in a typical deployment pipeline [2], that
is a continuous monitoring of the environment and measuring the feature usage. In industrial
systems it is difficult to monitor customer environments and usually the feedback is conveyed
and received manually by the customer [11]. In contrast, web companies analyze and measure
performance through the feature usage to support the data driven development in many cases.
However, the trend is changing fast in complex software intensive systems too, when there are
services providing additional values to the customer.

In addition to the above mentioned stages of the deployment pipeline, the organizational culture
also plays a vital role in enabling the continuous aspect of it. It has been identified in [2][9][1] that
adoption of agile development culture is a prerequisite for achieving the continuous integration and
deployment. Therefore, we incorporated an additional zero stage which refers to the adoption of
agile culture in the deployment pipeline and is illustrated in Figure 8.

Enabling a continuous deployment pipeline, requires that all of the above mentioned stages are
synchronized and progress with similar frequency. This is important to avoid bottlenecks, since,
a stage requiring longer duration to execute affects the subsequent stages in a negative way and
compromise the continuous aspect of deployment [2]. Thus, automation of the activities of these
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Figure 8: Stages of the continuous deployment pipeline in industrial systems incorporating the
organizational factors.

stages directly contributes in continuous aspect of the pipeline. In addition to this, requirements
listed in Section 4.1 when incorporated in the pipeline disclose different challenges which affects the
pipeline negatively. These challenges are also identified by studying the case discussed in Section
5 and literature[11] [22] [21] [1]. Figure 9 illustrates a mapping of these challenges along with the
general difficulties in continuous deployment. Such a mapping could be utilized by the architects
while designing and evaluating continuous deployment solution for industrial systems.
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Figure 9: Stages of the continuous deployment pipeline mapping the deployment challenges in
industrial systems.

4.4 Required Activities in Continuous Deployment Pipeline for Indus-
trial Systems

In order to mitigate the challenges depicted in Figure 9, we propose a set of activities which a
continuous deployment pipeline for industrial systems needs to implement in order to support the
high-level requirements and maintain the properties mentioned in Section 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.
Figure 10 relates the activities with the properties of the software product. These set of activities
span on the release phase of software deployment and are as following:

• Automated deployment, enables the deployment of application at customer environment au-
tomatically as soon as a stable build is available. Such automation of the deployment guar-
antees a repeatable and free of manual steps process. Thus, may contribute in reliability,
maintainability and availability of the software product.
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Figure 10: Activities and their relationship to the quality attributes of the software product.

• Automated Rollback, supports rolling back the version of software as soon as an issue is
discovered in the deployment of software. Thus, may contribute in reliability and availability
of the software product.

• Modular deployment of the software, supports the independent deployments of different mod-
ules of the software. This also encourages that the design of software should be module based,
where different components could be deployed without affecting already deployed software.
This could enable quicker maintenances, thus increases the maintainability and availability
of the software product.

• Visibility and Transparency in the process of deployment is required to visualize and manage
the process. Views providing the diagnostics of the software and customer environment with
a support of manually managing different aspects of the deployment may contribute in the
reliability of the software product.

• Deployment strategies refers to the schemes for deploying the software to different customers
distributed at different geographical locations. The schemes could be driven by the cus-
tomers interest in different kind of updates. This also incorporates the customers consent
and preferences of deployment hours. Such schemes may contribute in the maintainability,
availability and reliability of the software product.

• Configuration Management, refers to the automated management of different configurations
of software. Such software configurations provides different functionalities based on customer
interest. Thus an automation could reduce the time to change a customer configuration with
reliability, thus, contributing to reliability, availability and maintainability of the software
product.

• Monitoring Customer environment could enable measuring the performance of the software
and complementing the feedback loop. The feedback drives the innovation and contributes
in the maintainability of the software product.
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5 Case Study

In this section we discuss the study of an industrial system and an implementation of the prototype
of continuous deployment for the system. The aim of the study is to demonstrate the feasibility of
continuous deployment in industrial systems. The study of the system has been carried out through
reading different internal documents and several informal discussions with the industrial experts.
This led us to identify the high-level requirements, software product’s properties and deployment
challenges for the industrial system. Moreover, the discussions also led us understanding the
architecture of the software product and studying the provided simulator of the industrial system
enabled understanding the behavior of different components of the software. Next, we briefly
describe the organization and industrial system case and present the architecture of the continuous
deployment solution and implementation of the prototype.

ABB produces innovative solutions for a wide range of domains, such as robotics, power and
industrial automation. In industrial automation, ABB is providing control and optimization solu-
tions to improve the processes of oil & gas, chemicals, metals and materials industry etc. In this
case study we have put focus on ABB’s Stressometer4 product, which is used for flatness measure-
ment and control in mainly cold-rolling mills. The system offers optimal flatness performance, by
adjusting the roll gap through mix of mechanical and thermal actuators within the mill to minimize
the flatness error. The system provides following two main functionalities:

• Flatness Measurement : the flatness of metal strip is measured using Stressometer roll. The
roll has several pressductor transducers which generates a signal in the presence of mechanical
force due to the changes in the electromagnetic field. These signals can, when combined with
other physical relationships and measured variables, be used in computing the flatness of the
strip.

• Flatness Control : the control unit produces the command signals to the mechanical and
thermal actuators of a mill and thereby indirectly forming a roll gap which achieves the
desired flatness.

The software which is providing these functionalities has component based architecture, where
different components are assembled to produce an application. The assembly of these components
is described in configuration files written in a domain specific language. Customers are interested
in different applications due to the different requirements. In addition to this, customers have
different rolling mills manufactured by different vendors thus require a customized application.
Therefore, for every customer the relevant components are assembled and their parameters are set
to produce an application which fulfills their specific needs.

A high-level architecture supporting continuous deployment for Stressometer is proposed in
Figure 11. Different development teams commit the code, which is build, packaged and tested
according to the stages described in Section 4.3 and activities practiced in organization. Due to
the limitations in this thesis, activities carried out in pre-deployment phases are not considered in
the proposed architecture. The successful build is then stored in the Build Repository on cloud. In
addition to this, Application Engineer commits the configuration files to Configurations Repository
on cloud. These configuration files corresponds to customer specific application configuration.
Continuous Deployment Application consists of following different services which automate the
activities identified in Section 4:

• Automated deployment Service gets triggered and deploy the software product to all the
customers as soon as a successful build is available in the build repository.

• Roll back service triggers a roll back to the previous stable version in case of issues.

• Monitoring service performs diagnostics on the data received from the customer’s environ-
ment to fulfill different requirements such as business, application health etc.

• Configuration management service manages the configurations of the customers.

• Management Service is used to manage the deployments manually by Operations Manager.

4www.new.abb.com/products/measurement-products/flatness-measurement/
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Figure 11: Architecture of the proposed continuous deployment solution.

• Rules-based automated deployment service deploys the software product to the customers
based on the predefined rules representing the deployment strategies customers opted for.

Moreover, a Customers Database in the cloud holds the data related to all the customers required
by these services.

The proposed architecture is implemented as a prototype, which presents two of the above-
mentioned services i.e, management service and rules-based automated deployment service.

Management service uses Portainer 5 to enable the management of different factories. Portainer
is an open source application for managing the docker containers remotely and fits very well
in the proposed architecture. Operations manager could visualize and manage the customers
environments, from deploying newer version to rolling back and resources acquired by the container
running the software product e.g., memory usage and processor utilization etc.

5.1 Rules-based Automated Deployment

Rules-based automated deployment is a special case of automated deployment, where the deploy-
ment of the software product is driven by the preferences of the customers regarding the types
of the updates. Each customer requests a deployment policy which is defined as the rules for
deployment to that specific customer. To this end, the service defines three different policies i.e.,
bug fixes, minor and major. Architecture illustrated in Figure 11 shows factories on the right hand
side (representing different customers). Each factory machine has Docker engine installed and has
container based infrastructure as depicted in Figure 4. Docker engine consists of docker daemon,
which is the docker server process responsible for managing docker containers. It also contains
docker API and Command Line Interface to interact with docker daemon for management of
containers remotely and locally respectively. The service communicates with docker daemon for
deployment of the software using same docker API. The service runs in cloud and monitor the
build repository. As soon as a new build is available in the repository, the application retrieves
the customers and associated deployment policy from the database, connects and checks for the
running version of the software product and then based on the retrieved rules deploy into the
customers environments.

5https://portainer.io/
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6 Discussions and Limitations

This section presents a discussion on how the proposed research questions are answered, the findings
of the thesis and limitations of the solution.

To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this thesis is a first attempt to characterize
continuous deployment for complex software intensive industrial systems. The formalization pre-
sented in 4 has been achieved by studying the literature and industrial system case and directly
answers the research questions RQ1 and RQ1.1-1.3. The modeling of continuous deployment pro-
cess as a continuous deployment pipeline separates the concerns and provide multiple viewpoints of
the process. Moreover, incorporation of the impacting factors in the pipeline suggests automation
of required activities. Thus, not only implementing the services to fulfill requirements and faster
deployments but also maintaining the required software product’s properties. The limitation of
presenting the characterization for organizations already practicing agile and continuous integra-
tion results in the identification of the activities belonging to the deployment and post-deployment
stages. There could possibly be many required activities in other stages to enable faster deploy-
ments and also directly impacting the required quality attributes of the software product. For
example, automation of activities such as integration testing, acceptance testing, smoke testing
could significantly increase the speed of execution of respective stages and also impact the relia-
bility of the software product.

The feasibility of continuous deployment for industrial systems represented in the research
question RQ2 is determined by proposing the continuous deployment solution for Stressometer
industrial case and implementing a prototype targeting partial problem. The proposed architecture
could well fit in the recent trend of connecting such industrial systems to cloud to benefit from
different services. This trend is driven to offer different services for enabling the required feedback
loop and gain business value. The continuous deployment application also offers several required
services deployed to cloud for enabling continuous deployment of the software product. Such
practice could enable an organization to offer the produced industrial systems as a service to
their customers. Thus, charging their customers based on the added value such as usage and
performance and often referred to as pay per usage and pay for performance respectively. In such
a case, monitoring service measuring the delivered performance in the customer’s environment and
utilizing the feedback loop to drive the innovation and deliver it utilizing the proposed services
(i.e., automated deployment service and rollback service etc.), to maintain/improve the delivered
performance. In addition to drive the innovation, the monitoring service also computes the cost to
be charged from the customer based on the delivered performance and usage.

The implemented rules-based automated deployment enables faster delivery along with an
increased confidence on the software product due to the elimination of manual deployment steps.
This may also encourage the customers to opt for new updates, which were avoided due to the
manual steps and longer down time in past. Moreover, the option of choosing among different
deployment strategies provide more flexibility to customers for updating their systems. Another
important constraint in such deployment is the customers consent which could affect the continuous
aspect of the deployment. Therefore, a parallel deployment of different versions of the software
product and a smooth transition could be a key contributor to mitigate these issues.

The proposed architecture, is supported by container based infrastructure (Docker). To this
end, docker provides support for windows and Linux operating systems. In our case, the software
product requires windows environment to execute and perform its functionality. However, this
particular system similar to other industrial systems is distributed over heterogeneous platforms.
Such platforms e.g, FPGA and Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) etc. are not yet supported
by docker technology. Another, inherent issue with windows based docker containers is the size of
docker images. For example, a windows server image size is 9.5 GB which is huge in comparison
with ubuntu image size i.e. only 188 MB. This could significantly affect the time to deploy the
software product into the customers machines due to the larger size and also introduce implications
in the handling of such large files. Linux has been using containers for almost a decade [20], whereas
windows has not been designed in the way to support this technology. But, Microsoft has started
to support the technology and efforts to reduce the image size is already on the way.

To this end, the proposed automated deployment services only support deployment of the
complete software product. A modular deployment, which only allows the deployment of those
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modules which offer changes/new functionalities, may contribute in smaller and faster deployment
of updates to the customers. But, this would require refactoring and changes in the architecture
of the software product to support such modular deployments.
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7 Conclusion

In this section we conclude the thesis by presenting a summary and possible future directions.
This thesis work explores continuous deployment in complex software intensive industrial sys-

tems. We proposed a descriptive model of continuous deployment for industrial systems, which
identifies the factors impacting the continuous deployment. These factors include the high-level do-
main specific requirements, software product properties, continuous deployment pipeline, activities
required for enabling continuous deployment and their impact on the software product’s properties.
The proposed characterization, to the best of our knowledge, is a first attempt to formalize the
continuous deployment for industrial systems. The characterization is validated through studying
the literature and an industrial system case to iteratively improve the solution. In the end, we
proposed an architecture of the continuous deployment solution for industrial systems. The so-
lution consists of several required services enabling continuous deployment. In the prototype, we
have implemented two services i.e., management service and rules-based automated deployment to
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. The former enables the visualization and transparency
in the deployment process through manual management. Whereas, the latter deploys the software
product into the customers environment automatically based on their pre-defined preferences for
the type of updates i.e., bug fixes, minor and major updates.

The work presented in this thesis could be extended in the following ways. An implementation
of the proposed architecture and measuring both the software product’s properties and important
metrics such as time to deliver the software product to the customers. Such quantitative analy-
sis could reveal the added value and reasons on how effective the solution is for such industrial
systems. Since, these industrial systems are distributed over several platforms; investigation and
implementation of the container based approach for platforms like RTOS and FPGA etc. would
contribute in the completeness of the solution for industrial systems. Finally, incorporating the
pre-deployment activities and factors in the proposed characterization could benefit the organiza-
tions still lacking the practices of agile and continuous integration. This also contributes in the
measurement of the software product properties and delivery time to analyze and evaluate the
overall process.
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